Life on earth is all about
“Judgement Day”
Back in time, people believed the earth was flat; they were
so positive that it was flat; they did not spend enough time and
effort to search it out properly. Many people believe everything is
over when they die; they are so confident that they do not spend
the necessary time and effort to search it out properly. The fact is
as follows: our life on earth is a test, a test of our heart. This is
why life has so many problems and choices. Our life on earth has
a time limit, because a test does not last forever. This test
determines where we will spend eternity.
The hereafter, God, and the devil, are real. This is the
reason why the spiritual things, good and bad, constantly effect an
enormous amount of people around the world today and
throughout history, sometimes causing wars. If the spiritual world
is not real, it would not of have the power to always remain
active throughout history.
If the spiritual world was just
someone’s thoughts and ideas, it would have died long ago.
Inside the spiritual world is where we find the war of good vs
evil (the dEVIL fighting against GoOD).
Many people choose not to believe that God, the Bible,
and Judgement Day are reality.
They refuse to see
themselves as someone standing against God awaiting a horrible
eternity. They want to feel free to do as they please, without
having to answer to God on Judgement Day.
Everyone whose heart loves God and desires to be holy,
good, and righteous, seeks after God, and finds sin obnoxious.
Everyone whose heart loves and desires sin, sees the holy, good,
and righteous, as repulsive. What we feel, do, and say, reveals
our heart, reveals who we are following: God or sin.
During our life on earth, there are two paths which our heart
will have to choose from: (1) giving our self completely to Jesus
Christ, striving/following the holy, good, and righteous things of
God, which lead to Heaven; (2) defying God by choosing to
continue doing sinful things, following sin to the eternal lake of fire.
(SIN - doing things contrary to the will of God, including sex outside of a
God accepted marriage).

There was a big problem: everybody on earth sinned. To
keep everybody from going to the eternal lake of fire, Jesus Christ
die on the cross to make a way of exiting the path of sin (the way of
the world). He build us an exit; now it is up to us to use it and follow
him to Heaven. Following Jesus Christ is the only way to Heaven.

For a better understanding of how to take the Jesus exit, download
and read “Missing Bible Verses, missing from common beliefs” by Frederick
C. Rauch. Missing verses refer to ignored verses. It is a free English PDF
book download currently at http://seeketh.com/

If we decline to take the Jesus exit, it is because our love
for sinning is greater than our love for God, like the person who did
not want to become a Christian because he would have to give up
looking at pornography. It is impossible to remain on the road you
exited; you cannot be traveling the way of the world, and traveling
the Jesus exit, at the same time; thus you cannot be a
homosexual and a Christian at the same time; you cannot be a
Christian burglar; you cannot be a Christian liar/deceiver; you
cannot be a Christian fornicator; etc. Your willful choice to
continue obeying sin declares you have not yet taken the Jesus
exit; you are still on “the way of the world”, headed for the horrific
destination. Nobody is perfect, but willfully choosing to continue
defying God disqualifies you as a Christian.
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I do not condemn anybody. I simply do not want anybody
to go to the eternal lake of fire. When I talk about sinners going to
the eternal lake of fire, I am saying “Wake up! Open your eyes!
Turn around! You are going the wrong way! There is horrific
danger ahead! You are walking towards the eternal lake of fire!”
I want everybody to take the Jesus exit and go to Heaven.
It is an extremely superior place.
If we genuinely choose to exit sin, to become holy, good,
and righteous, by taking the Jesus exit, our heart will be craving the
things of God. When we enter the Jesus exit we will stop our
sinning, but we will find we are not perfect yet. When we enter the
Jesus exit, we go from choosing to do wrong, to striving to do right.
However, as we are genuinely traveling the exit, the Spirit of God
will be perfecting us into righteousness as we strive to follow Jesus
Christ’s instructions. When we are on the Jesus exit, we will be able
to exit sins that were too strong for us to exit while we were living
on “the way of the world”. As we walk with God, the power of God
will give us the needed strength and ability to exit them: this power
is not available to people living on “the way of the world”. Genuine
Christians will continue to grow into righteousness the rest of their
life on earth. Being a genuine Christian,we have a heart that greatly
loves and desires to please God, a heart that strives to be holy,
good, and righteous. After our life on earth is over, God will place
us in a perfect environment where we can actually be perfectly holy,
good, and righteous, because temptations, which draw us to do
wrong, etc., will not exist in Heaven.
How can we learn everything we are to do and be in our
walk with Jesus Christ? God places his Spirit inside all genuine
followers of Jesus Christ. God’s Spirit will cause us to learn what
we need to know, as we strive to find and do God’s will: praying,
reading the Bible, etc. Our search for God’s instructions must
surpass just seeking to find, to spending ample time striving to find
God's will. The amount of effort we put into finding and doing God’s
will/instructions reflects how much we truly love and desire God.
Striving is a much stronger effort than seeking.
Seeking vs Striving
“24 Strive to enter in at the strait gate: for many, I say unto you, will
seek to enter in, and shall not be able.” (Luke 13:24 AV)
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Our life goes on forever. Our life on earth is a test of our
heart, this is why there are so many problems and choices, and this
is why our life on earth is only for a period of time. It is a test to see
if our heart desires and chooses to follow Jesus Christ in
righteousness, or if our heart desires and chooses to follow sin. Our
life is eternal, and our heart’s choices will determine where we will
be living forever.
Mankind does not decide what is good and evil. God’s
word, the Holy Bible, tells us what is good and evil; we simply
choose to obey or defy God’s instructions. We either decide to
follow Jesus Christ in righteousness, or we decide to follow sin.
Justifying sin to our self separates us from God.
s

“47 Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto a net, that was cast into
the sea, and gathered of every kind:
48 Which, when it was full, they drew to shore, and sat down, and
gathered the good into vessels, but cast the bad away.
49 So shall it be at the end of the world: the angels shall come forth, and
sever the wicked from among the just,
50 And shall cast them into the furnace of fire: there shall be wailing
and gnashing of teeth.”
(Matthew 13:47–50 AV)
“10 For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that
every one may receive the things done in his body, according to that he
(2 Corinthians 5:10 AV)
hath done, whether it be good or bad.”

Remember: For a better understanding of taking the Jesus
exit, download and read “Missing Bible Verses, missing from
common beliefs” by Frederick C. Rauch. Missing verses refer to
ignored verses. It is a free English PDF book download currently at
http://seeketh.com/

Copyright © 2017 by Frederick C. Rauch and its licensors. All Rights
reserved. May be photocopied if this copyright notice is on everything that is
copied. This PDF file may be copied without alternations and given to others.
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If you find any typos, email me: SEND EMAIL

Instructions:
The Terms of Use / Agreement / Disclaimer is for the PFD
File, and is not intended to be printed on the paper copies. For
paper copies, simply block the pages down to the red line,
including the copyright text box, copy and print. The copyright
text box must be on all paper copies.
There are many ways to print these files; you control the
output with your printer and printer settings. I prefer to print them
as a booklet, and staple them together. The page size is 5.5 x
8.5 (a half sheet of paper). You may give non-profit, noncommercial, copies to other people.

It is smart to scan this file for unwanted and malicious
things, because it may have traveled through many computers,
etc. You never know, it might have picked up something along
the way.

Terms of Use / Agreement / Disclaimer
The Terms of Use / Agreement / Disclaimer is referencing
this PDF file.
I try to keep this PDF file clean and problem free. But
computers and software are not error/problem free. Once in a
while something goes wrong. If by chance something goes
wrong from using this file and/or stems from using this file, it is
your problem and expense. By using this file, you are
accepting the total risk for anything going wrong. If something
goes wrong, you are accepting the full responsibility and liability.
The person, organization, church, etc., whoever uses this file
in any way, hereafter, in this Terms of Use / Agreement /
Disclaimer document, is referred to as “you”.

With the exception of the Bible text (the rights in which are
vested in the Crown), everything in this PDF file, including, but
not limited to, all text content, all data, all code/codes, all artwork,
all logos, all trademarks, all fonts, are Copyrighted by Frederick
C. Rauch and its licensors, all rights reserved. Frederick C.
Rauch and its licensors retain all rights of ownership, including,
but not limited to, property rights, title, intellectual property rights,
all text, all content, all data, all code/codes, all artwork, all logos,
all trademarks, all fonts, to everything in this PDF file, except the
Bible text (the rights in which are vested in the Crown).
By using this PDF file, including, but not limited to,
downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just having a copy of
the file, you are accepting the complete file as is. There are
absolutely no guarantees, no warranties, that this PDF file is
free from viruses and/or other hazardous things and/or malicious
things and/or code/codes, which might directly and/or indirectly
cause ill and/or unwanted results, great or small, incidental or
consequential, to a computer/computers and/or other electronic
devices, including, but not limited to, their software, their
hardware, their folders, their files, and/or anything connected to a
computer or other device. By using this PDF file, including, but
not limited to, downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just
having a copy of this file, you are accepting all of the risks.
By using this PDF file, including, but not limited to,
downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just having a copy of
this PDF file, you are agreeing to defend, indemnify, and hold
Frederick C. Rauch and its licensors innocent/harmless, free
from all claims and/or payments for losses and/or injuries,
including, but not limited to, expenses, expenses from losses
and/or injuries, lawyer fees, lawsuits, and from any and all liability
and expenses of every kind, which might arise. By using this
PDF file, including, but not limited to, downloading, printing,
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viewing, copying, or just having a copy of this file, you are legally
agreeing to completely accept all risks of every kind connected
to this PDF file. By using this PDF file, including, but not limited
to, downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just having a copy
of this file, you are legally accepting all the risks and all
responsibility and all liability for any and all ill/unwanted results,
which might result from using this file, including, but not limited
to, downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just having a copy
of this PDF file, and/or stem from contact with this PDF file.
By using this PDF file, including, but not limited to,
downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just having a copy of
this file, you are accepting and agreeing to follow all the terms of
this agreement. If you do not agree to legally accept all risks, all
responsibility, and all liability, for any and all ill/unwanted results
which might result from using, including, but not limited to,
downloading, printing, viewing, copying, or just having a copy of
this PDF file, and/or stem from using this PDF file, and/or stem
from contact with this PDF file, you may not use, have a copy of,
or do anything with, this PDF file. If you do not agree to accept
and follow all the terms of this agreement, you may not use, have
a copy of, or do anything with, this PDF file.
By accepting the Terms of Use / Agreement / Disclaimer,
you may do two things; but before doing any of them, check the
laws of the country in which you are located to see if you are
allowed to do them. You are the one responsible for obeying the
laws.
If you are in the UK (United Kingdom), my understanding is
the Crown holds the copyright to the Authorized Version text
(King James Version). You might (?) need their permission to
legally reproduce the Bible text: parts of the Bible text are used
in this PDF file. Check it out. My understanding is the copyright
applies only to the UK (United Kingdom), and not to the rest of
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the world. If you accept the Terms of Use / Agreement /
Disclaimer, you may do the following:
(1) Make non-commercial, non-profit, copies of this PDF file, as
long as it is copied in whole (totally everything) without any
alterations, including all copyright notices, including the Terms of
Use / Agreement / Disclaimer.
(2) Print on paper non-commercial, non-profit, copies of this PDF
document file, in whole or in part, as long as:
(a) They are printed without any alterations;
(b) The copyright text box is fastened to anything and everything,
whole or in part, that is printed;
(c) All copies retain the italicized words of the Bible in italic.
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